The anterior insula is a multifunctional region involved in various cognitive, perceptual and socio-emotional 22 processes. In particular, a portion of the left anterior insula is closely associated with working memory processes 23 in healthy participants and shows gray matter reduction in schizophrenia. To unravel the functional networks re-24 lated to this left anterior insula region, we here combined resting state connectivity, meta-analytic-connectivity 25 modeling (MACM) and structural covariance (SC) in addition to functional characterization based on BrainMap 26 meta-data. Apart from allowing new insight into the seed region, this approach moreover provided an opportu-27 nity to systematically compare these different connectivity approaches. The results showed that the left anterior 28 insula has a broad response profile and is part of multiple functional networks including language, memory and 29 socio-emotional networks. As all these domains are linked with several symptoms of schizophrenia, dysfunction 30 of the left anterior insula might be a crucial component contributing to this disorder. Moreover, although con-31 verging connectivity across all three connectivity approaches for the left anterior insula were found, also striking 32 differences were observed. RS and MACM as functional connectivity approaches specifically revealed functional 33 networks linked with internal cognition and active perceptual/language processes, respectively. SC, in turn, 34 showed a clear preference for highlighting regions involved in social cognition. These differential connectivity re-35 sults thus indicate that the use of multiple forms of connectivity is advantageous when investigating functional 36 networks as conceptual differences between these approaches might lead to systematic variation in the revealed 37 functional networks. 
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Introduction

44
The anterior insula (AI) is a multifunctional integration region that 45 has been associated with various sensory, cognitive and socio-affective When aiming to delineate the functional interactions of this region, 57 it is noteworthy that functional connectivity analysis is actually a rather i.e., co-activation (Eickhoff et al., 2010 were selected by activation in the seed, highest convergence will be ob- 
249
The ALE approach is based on modeling the coordinates reported in 250 the identified experiments as centers of 3D Gaussian probability distri-251 butions. These modeled activation fields reflect spatial uncertainties due 252 to between-subject variability but also additional uncertainty caused by 
263
The ALE maps reflecting the convergence of co-activations with the AI 264 VOI were family-wise error (FWE) corrected using the same statistical 265 criteria as employed for the resting-state imaging data, i.e., at a cluster 
286
The anatomical scans were preprocessed using the VBM8 toolbox
287
(dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm) in SPM8 using standard settings (DARTEL 
Results
347
The functional characterization of the left AI revealed no significant 
367
The functional characterization of these regions that were shown to 368 be coupled with the AI across all three approaches pointed to a strong 369 association of these with language and speech-related processes includ-370 ing semantics, phonology and syntax. Additionally, an association to at-371 tention, working memory and action inhibition was revealed (Fig. 3B) . Note that as strong local ispilateral and contralateral AI connectivity 379 was revealed by all approaches, the AI was unsurprisingly not revealed 380 to be a part of any of these specific networks.
381
Specific RS connectivity of the AI, i.e., RS connectivity that was signif-382 icantly stronger than the connectivity revealed by MACM and SC analy- The regions specifically connected to the AI in the MACM analysis 399 were significantly associated with several cognitive processes including 400 vision and spatial processing but also with more language-related pro-401 cesses such as phonology, orthography, semantics and working memo-402 ry. Finally, the regions specifically highlighted as connected to the AI by 403 the structural covariance were mainly associated with emotion, social 404 cognition, reward and memory (Fig. 5B) .
405
Discussion
406
The aim of the current study was to delineate the function of a left an- with RS functional connectivity; however, connectivity patterns were 
not explicitly contrasted in the previous analyses. Thus, the differences 499 between the connectivity approaches are likely not that obvious and 500 hence only revealed when directly comparing the resulting networks.
501
It may be argued that these diverging connectivity patterns are at 
In contrast to the above mentioned functional connectivity ap- 
In spite of the plausible hypotheses stated above, the small number 
